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A Comprehensive OceanAtmosphere Data Set
Abstract

Development is described of a Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data
Set (COADS)—the result of a cooperative project to collect global
weather observations taken near the ocean's surface since 1854, primarily from merchant ships, into a compact and easily used data set.
As background, a historical overview is given of how archiving of
these marine data has evolved from 1854, when systematic recording
of shipboard meteorological and oceanographic observations was first
established as an international activity. Input data sets used for COADS
are described, as well as the processing steps used to pack input data
into compact binary formats and to apply quality controls for identification of suspect weather elements and duplicate marine reports.
Seventy-million unique marine reports for 1854-1979 were output from
initial processing. Further processing is described, which created statistical summaries for each month of each year of the period, using 2°
latitude X 2° longitude boxes. Monthly summary products are available
giving 14 statistics (such as the median and the mean) for each of eight
observed variables (air and sea-surface temperatures, scalar and vector
wind, pressure, humidity, and cloudiness), plus 11 derived variables.
Examples of known temporal, spatial, and methodological inhomogeneities in marine data, and plans for periodic updates to COADS,
including an update through 1986 scheduled for completion by early
1988, are presented.
1. Introduction

The world ocean covers over 70 percent of the earth's surface.
The history and future of global climate therefore cannot be
understood without ocean weather observations. Sailors were
among the first to systematically record the weather because
the states of ocean and atmosphere controlled their progress
and survival (Quayle, 1977). These observations were eventually collected in different seafaring countries and published
as climatological summaries and atlases. Later the observations
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A list of atlases published prior to 1954 can be found in a special
bibliography on oceanic meteorology (Kramer, 1954). A major omission in this list is the climatological atlas by Bartholomew and Herbertson (1899). Among more recently published atlases, apart from
popular ocean atlases (Rand McNally, 1977; Couper, 1983), are an
eight-volume atlas published from 1955-69 (e.g., US Navy, 1955),
revisions from 1974-79 of its first five volumes (e.g., 1974), and
addition of a ninth volume covering the world (1981); a two-volume
atlas for the polar seas (US Navy Hydrographic Office, 1957, 1958);
and a two-volume Atlas Okeanov published with English text (Gorshkov, 1976,1978). Schott's German books on the geography of the Indian
and Pacific (1935) and Atlantic (1944) Oceans should also be mentioned
here, together with the climatic atlases for the oceans by Hastenrath
and Lamb (1977, 1979).
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were used in constructing synoptic charts to support weather
forecasting. Such static descriptions of ocean climate and
weather undoubtedly retain great value. However, growing
concerns with the effects of climatic anomalies have brought
the realization that climate itself is dynamic and that observations from the oceans require the same detailed study that
has been devoted to observations from stations on land for over
a century.
These considerations formed the starting point for the construction of a Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set
(COADS). Development of COADS is a continuing cooperative effort between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)—its Environmental Research Laboratories, National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), and Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences
(CIRES)—and the National Science Foundation's National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Initiated in 1981
(Fletcher et al., 1983; Woodruff, 1985), the COADS project
has used modern formats to minimize storage volume and other
innovations in data organization to provide for the first-time
convenient and efficient access to a unique record of oceanatmosphere behavior, beginning in 1854 and continuing into
the future.
In this paper we review the history of ocean-weather observations, the data sources of COADS, and the methods used
to create a continuing and readily accessible archive of globalclimate information. Individual "marine reports" form the
basis for this archive, each combining quality-controlled observations with the date, position, and other elements giving
information about the report's source. Acceptable observations
of important climate variables are used to construct monthly
statistical summaries for each year, using 2° latitude x 2°
longitude boxes. Detailed and extensive documentation (Slutz
et al., 1985; hereafter Release 1) describes data and software
products that can be obtained from NCAR and NCDC in a first
release of COADS, covering the period 1854-1979. A second
data release, updating selected products through 1986, should
become available by early 1988.
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2. Historical background
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For hundreds of years, mariners have narrated and later codified
observations and measurements of weather at sea into ships'
logbooks (an example is shown in Fig. 1). Table 1 summarizes
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"Ocean weather" and "marine" observations refer to physical
meteorological (e.g., air temperature, wind, pressure, humidity, and
cloudiness) and oceanographic (sea-surface temperature, sea state) data
taken near the ocean's surface from ships, buoys, surface-level bathythermographs, etc.
The
box" will denote an n° latitude x n° longitude box.
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early milestones in the development of ocean-weather observations. Matthew Fontaine Maury suggested an international
meeting, held in Brussels in 1853, "to discuss the establishment
of a uniform system for the collection of meteorological and
oceanographic data from the oceans and the use of these data
for the benefit of shipping in return" (WMO, 1982). After the
resolutions of the Brussels meeting had been accepted, national
institutions in various countries were given the responsibility of
archiving logbooks. Examples are Maury's Depot, later to become the United States Hydrographic Office; the British Meteorological Office; the Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(Khrgian, 1959); and the German Seewarte. Beginning in 1895,
handling and analysis of marine data at the United States Hydrographic Office were revolutionized by introduction of the
Hollerith punched card (Bates, 1956). The application of wireless telegraphy to marine-weather reporting about 1906 began
another evolutionary process, which in 1921 established a realtime system of radio transmissions at 0000, 0600, 1200, and
1800 UTC under the International Meteorological Organization
(United Kingdom [UK] Meteorological Office, 1977). Meanwhile, digitization of data from logbooks had become a routine
task.
Starting in the 1940s the United States obtained some large
data collections in the form of card decks from other major
maritime countries. For example, the Allies captured a deck
(numbered 192), which had been punched during the Nazi
regime by the German Meteorological Service and covers the
period after the 1853 Brussels meeting through 1939. Major
decks spanning these and later years were also obtained from
the Dutch (193) and the British (194). Later acquisitions included Danish ship logbooks and international expeditionary
data for the Arctic and Antarctic, Japanese and Norwegian
whaling observations, and Russian marine data north of 50°N
during the International Geophysical Year (IGY; 1957-58). The
earliest US Navy deck began about 1920, but other United
States merchant and US Navy decks primarily covered the
period after World War II.
Efforts then began to combine all the different card decks,
involving a variety of coding representations and formats, into
an orderly and consistent data set. By the 1960s 15 different
decks had been converted into a single Tape Data Family-11
(TDF-11) at NCDC. Data for the original TDF-11 "were obtained from Ship Logs, Ship Weather Reporting Forms, published Ship Observations, Automatic Observing Buoys,
Teletype Reports, and on cards purchased from several foreign
Meteorological Services" (NCDC, 1968). Following a fixedformat portion, whose design originated from the format used
by the United States to punch a large deck (128) of international
marine data, supplementary space was reserved in each TDF11 deck for unique elements or prestandardized observations.
Next, concern over possible biases in combining sea-surface
temperature (SST) observations taken by different methods provided one impetus for WMO's Historical Sea-Surface Temperature (HSST) Data Project, with support in the United States
by the National Science Foundation's Office for the International Decade of Ocean Exploration (Quayle, 1977). To assure
accuracy, only marine reports in which a bucket had been used
to measure SST were to be included in the HSST data set. The
United States, Germany, and the Netherlands each took responsibility for processing all the data for a given ocean (Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, respectively). Reports for

TABLE 1. Selected chronology in the development of marine observing practices prior to 1854 (Smith, 1925; Bates, 1956; Canfield,
1957; NASA, 1982).

Year

Milestone

1626

Captain John Smith published system of names for the
winds (e.g., "pleasant gaile," still used as late as 1750
in English East Indiamen's logbooks)
1775 Benjamin Franklin used the thermometer as an aid to
navigating and eventually charting the Gulf Stream
1805 Francis Beaufort introduced codes for recording wind force
(adopted for use by the British Navy in 1838 and still
used internationally in revised form)
1831 Secretary of the Admiralty William Marsden proposed
latitude-longitude "squares" to facilitate handling and
analysis of ships' weather records (still used
internationally in revised form)
1842 Lieutenant Matthew Fontaine Maury, US Navy, appointed
Superintendent of the Depot of Charts and Instruments;
issued "Wind and Current Chart" series to mariners
during 1844-61 in exchange for standardized logbook
observations
1853 Brussels Maritime Conference "for devising an uniform
system of meteorological observations at sea," proposed
by Maury, was held with representatives from Belgium,
Denmark, France, Great Britain, Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal,
Russia, Sweden, and the United States; marked a step toward
development of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO)

the period 1861-1960 were to be exchanged by means of
punched cards, but the advent of magnetic tape brought a decision to utilize this more-convenient medium. Sets of climatic
summaries were later calculated for HSST "station" areas
whose sizes were inversely related to the amount of data. However, restriction to "bucket" data greatly reduced the number
of reports, starting in the 1940s when many ships had switched
to using the engine-cooling-water intake for measuring SST.
Another effect was to eliminate other valid variables from
"nonbucket" reports. In addition, serious doubt has been cast
on whether the requirement for bucket SST was uniformly met
(Barnett, 1984; Release 1).
About the time when the HSST Data Project was launched
in the early 1970s, NCDC started its revision of a series of
comprehensive marine atlases (e.g., US Navy, 1974). The Atlas File data set was created from many of the original TDF11 decks to cover the period 1854 to the mid-1970s. The original data were retained, but a more-detailed quality-control
procedure was used for the Atlas File to delete erroneous data,
and even some correctly coded observations were occasionally
modified to create internally consistent reports (e.g., "presentweather" observations were changed in certain decks to correspond with the recorded visibility). However, the dangers of
modifying original information soon became evident when efforts were made to eliminate duplicate reports in the process
of merging additional data sets (e.g., some TDF-11 supplements and part of the HSST data) into the Atlas File.
In 1981 NCDC completed its second revision of an extension
to the Atlas Files covering the 1970-79 decade (70s Decade).
This data set inaugurated a new phase by including large
amounts of data from buoys and the Global Telecommunication
System. Because of greater consistency in marine reporting
methods, it had become possible by then to eliminate supplemental fields and other complications in TDF-11 in the design
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of a new format (TD-1127). Unfortunately, WMO code
changes in 1982 forced NCDC to adopt yet another format
(TD-1129) as its current standard. Also, additional data sets
were identified that had been omitted from the 70s Decade,
and errors were found. It should be noted that a data set as
large and complicated as the 70s Decade, let alone COADS,
will inevitably contain many problems (section 4), which can
only be corrected through a long and costly iterative process
of discovery and reprocessing. As it turned out, the participation
of CIRES and ERL in converting the 70s Decade from TD-
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1127 to TD-1129 format and in correcting some of these errors
represented an initial processing phase in the development of
COADS.
3. Development

In January 1981 ERL, CIRES, and NCDC planned a project
with the broad objective of creating a consistent and easily used

FIG. 1. Samples from a logbook kept for the US Navy Hydrographic
Office by the City of New York during 1885, while making passage
from San Francisco to China. Sea-surface temperature was measured
"on surface with bucket," and observations were recorded every two
hours en route to Honolulu.
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FIG. 2. The 10° box numbering system.

TABLE

Data Set
Atlas File
Historical Sea-Surface Temperature (HSST) Data Project
(1861-1960)
Old TDF-11 Supplements B and C
Monterey Telecommunication
Ocean Station Vessels, and Supplement
Marsden Square 486 Pre-1940
Marsden Square 105 Post-1928
National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) Surface,
and Supplement
Australian Ship Data (file 1)
Japanese Ship Data
International Maritime Meteorological (IMM) Exchange
South African Whaling
Eltanin
70s Decade
International Maritime Meteorological (IMM) Exchange*
Ocean Station Vessel Z*
Australian Ship Data (file 2)*
Buoy Data*
70s Decade Mislocated Data*

2. Input data sets for COADS.
Million
Reports
(approx.)
38.6
25.2
7
4
0.9
0.07
0.1
2
0.2
0.13
3
0.1
0.001
18
0.9
0.004
0.2
0.3
0.003

Source
NCDC
NCDC, Germany
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
Australia
M.I.T.
NCDC
NCAR
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
NCDC
Australia
NCDC
NCDC

100**
* Additions solely to 1970-79 decade.
** The approximate total includes 26.6 million relatively certain duplicates, and some seriously defective or mis-sorted reports, which were
removed by initial processing steps.
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"historical ocean climate record" for 1854-1979. The plan
provided for quality controls on individual surface marine observations, and for the preparation of monthly summaries of
observations falling within 2° boxes, as a workable compromise
between the requirements for studies of small areas versus
global studies in which 2° boxes can be readily aggregated to
form larger areas. NCAR soon joined in detailed planning, and
the project was expanded to include more data and additional
processing steps. NCAR also agreed to host the majority of the
data-processing effort on its former CDC 7600 and Cray 1
computers, on which over 100 hours of Cray-equivalent CPU
time were spent processing the data. Continued cooperation
over four years by many individuals and institutions, combining
the wide range of knowledge about marine data that has been
gained through many years of experience in Asheville and
Boulder, culminated in the first release of COADS (see the
Appendix for an overview of data products, or Release 1 for
details).
a. Input data sets
Input data sets (Table 2) were chosen to make the final set as
comprehensive as possible. The project was originally intended
to update NCDC's Atlas File (section 2) by using HSST data
through 1961, but a fundamental decision was made not to
attempt processing the original approximately 600 TDF-11
tapes used as input to the Atlas File. This meant accepting the
Atlas File data modifications already made. The 1854-1969
period of the atlas was extended through 1979 using NCDC's
70s Decade data set, supplemented by data from buoys, surfacelevel bathythermographs, and the Global Telecommunication
System (GTS). International Maritime Meteorological (IMM)
exchange data, gathered under WMO's (1963) Resolution 35
(officially retroactive to 1961) and supplementary bilateral
agreements, were also added through 1979. Other data, such
as Ocean Station Vessel observations, were included because
of their high quality. Efforts also were made to improve data
coverage in remote locations. For example, undocumented
punched cards from South African whaling ships (Vowinckel,
1957) were deciphered and included.
The largest data set not used for COADS (see Release 1 for
a complete list) is the UK Marine Data Bank (Shearman, 1983);
its 40 million reports are generally believed to duplicate reports
from UK ships in Atlas File or HSST data. The 20-30 million
reports in the US Navy's Fleet Consolidated Data Set (FCDS;
Caton, 1978) were also excluded because the FCDS comprised
older versions of TDF-11 data and GTS data, which were
available to COADS from other sources. NCDC's Ocean Station Vessel Upgrade (TD-1160) became available too late to
be included, but these data are represented for the most part
from GTS sources within COADS. Remotely sensed data were
not included.
b. Data reduction and storage
NCAR's expertise in developing concise storage for data sets
(Jenne and Joseph, 1974) led the way toward the design of an
efficient format alternative to TD-1129. This format halved the
storage volume without loss of information by using packed-
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binary storage techniques. Many additional data corrections
and other steps to achieve uniform codes were made during
initial translation into this uniform format for Long Marine
Reports (LMR; see Appendix). For example, data fields often
had illegal entries and were made blank, but the erroneous
characters were stored in an attachment designed for that purpose. Different wind-direction codes were mapped to consistent
values in whole degrees. Inconsistencies in location fields were
corrected (e.g., hour of 24 was assumed to refer to hour 00 of
the next day), or else the reports were written out to a reject
file for later work.
Once individual marine reports had been translated into a
single format, work began on the large task of sorting and
merging all the data into a serial-input stream. Instead of Marsden Squares (cf., Table 1), which are numbered in a complicated way, new global systems of numbering 10° and 2° boxes
were devised. Figure 2 illustrates the 10° box system, which
has box numbers spiraling eastward down from number 1 (with
its lower-left [SW] corner at 30°E, 80°N, to number 648 at
20°E, 90°S). Data management is simplified by the start at
30°E, which avoids splitting any ocean's data. The numbering
facilitates the retrieval of latitude bands of data stored in the
order of box number on magnetic tapes. The 2° box system is
similar, and details of different location systems including the
traditional Marsden Squares, still used by NCDC, are given in
Supplement G of Release 1 (all such references to supplements
are of Release 1).
8

c. Data quality control
From its experience in the Atlas File and 70s Decade projects,
NCDC designed a detailed quality-control process (Supplement
J) that was applied to each report used for COADS. Climatological extremes for each month and 5° box, calculated for
the Atlas File project, were used to test observations for reasonableness. Other checks were made for consistency and code
legality. Suspect or erroneous observations in each report were
marked by flags. An overall quality code calculated from the
individual flags then served as the basis for selecting the best
report among duplicates. Experience with the Atlas File, as
well as extensive testing on portions of many "input" data
sets, helped NCDC define a less-stringent duplicate-elimination
procedure, which would permit small variations in date, time,
and location, and variations among the seven weather elements
that were compared (see Supplement K for details, including
a description of many errors that were identified during testing).
These comparisons were used as criteria for rejection of about
one-fourth of the 100 million "input" reports (Table 2).
First each real (floating-point) number was divided by its units (the
smallest increment of the data to be encoded). After rounding to create
an integer, the base value (lowest permissible value minus 1) was
subtracted to yield a positive integer whose representation is universal
on computers. This positive integer, or 0 to indicate missing data, was
moved as a binary bit-string into a fixed-length field in the format.
Reconstruction of floating-point data requires that each field's length,
base value, and units be externally specified, so that the encoding steps
can be reversed by the user. Machine-transportable Fortran-77 software
that includes these specifications is available in addition to the data
products (machine-transportable software may require modifications to
work on different computer systems, given certain minimum machine
requirements, but these modifications are few and well defined).
8
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Trimming—an additional quality control operation—was
used for rejecting "wild" data when calculating the 2° monthly
summaries. This involved a preliminary analysis of the six
observed variables in the untrimmed data in order to define
separate climatological limits for three periods (1854-1909,
1910-49, 1950-79), thus allowing for possible climatic epochs
or observational discontinuities. A smoothed median was calculated for each 2° box using pairs of values from the adjacent
boxes and months. Values were included only when a symmetric pair was present; this was done to preserve spatial or
temporal gradients. Possibly asymmetric upper and lower limits
were set at 3.5 estimated standard deviations about each
smoothed median (see Supplement C for details on the construction of limits). Observations outside these 3.5 standarddeviation limits were omitted from later calculation of trimmed
2° statistics.
9

d. Variables
The matrix of 19 variables and 14 statistics (Table 3) chosen
to represent each year-month-2° box was designed to provide
the most essential information for research on ocean climate.
It includes basic observed variables, their cross products, and
other derived quantities used in calculation of wind stress,
evaporation, and heat transport. For each variable, the number
of observations, mean, and standard deviation are recorded.
Sextiles, including the median, provide robust and outlier-resistant alternatives to these traditional statistics. The remaining
statistics are centroids of observational location in time and
space.
The major output from trimming was a record for each
year-month-2° box (with at least one acceptable observation)
containing the complete matrix of 19 variables x 14 statistics.
Afterward, these basic records were sorted into time (or synoptic) order (by year, month, and 2° box) for analysis of the
"globe" at one time, and into box order (by 10° box, 2° box,
year, and month) for detailed analyses of smaller areas. For
synoptic studies the data volume remained prohibitively large,
and the complete summaries were therefore split up into group
files, each containing only four variables and eight statistics
for each variable. For example, one group (two tapes) contains
air temperature, sea-surface temperature, and specific and relative humidity; another group contains scalar wind, vector
wind, and sea-level pressure (see Supplement B or Jenne and
Woodruff, 1986).
10

e. Data volume
Duplicate elimination removed 29 percent of the 1854-1969
reports and 22 percent of the 1970-79 reports. One percent of
The relatively noisy Monterey Telecommunication data set (Table
2) for 1966-73 was excluded from the untrimmed summaries, but included in the trimmed summaries after trimming limits had been set.
There remains some concern over "wild" temperature values and other
suspect elements in this set (Jenne, 1986).
An important additional output from trimming was a set of Compressed Marine Reports (CMR). Observations that fell outside the 3.5
standard-deviation limits, and thus were rejected from calculation of
the trimmed summaries, were retained in CMR but marked by flags.
Observations outside a tighter set of 2.8 standard-deviation limits were
also flagged.
9
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the 71.9 million output Long Marine Reports were retained
with flags to indicate relatively uncertain duplicates, but were
removed from NCDC's TD-1129 set. Comparisons of the
makeup of the reports output for 1854-1969 versus 1970-79
show increasing contributions of telecommunication and buoy
data to the later period (Table 4). After duplicate elimination,
the number of reports per year, globally, shows a general increase from the late nineteenth century through 1967, interrupted by large gaps during World Wars I and II (see Fig. 3).
Trimming excluded roughly 1 percent of the observations
from the monthly summaries (Release 1). This is more than
the 0.04 percent trimming performance expected from imposing
3.5 standard-deviation limits on a normal distribution, but outliers may still be found, especially in small samples (e.g., for
fewer than three observations). After trimming and the removal
of data mislocated over land, the numbers of year-month-2°
boxes containing observations of sea-surface temperature (Fig.
4) show patterns similar to those in Fig. 3, and dramatic reductions in "global" coverage when 50 or more observations
are required in a box.
Insight into the temporal fluctuations shown in Figs. 3 and
4 can be sought in the secular variations in spatial coverage on
TABLE 3. Variables and statistics in the 2° monthly summaries
(frequently used statistics are in boldface).*

Variables
"Observed"
S Sea-surface temperature
A Air temperature
W Scalar wind
U Vector wind
(eastward component)
V Vector wind
(northward component)
P Sea-level pressure
C Total cloudiness
Q Specific humidity

d
h

X

y

n
m
s

0

1

Derived
R Relative humidity
D S - A (sea-air temp, diff.)
E (S - A)W
F (saturation Q at S) - Q
G FW (evaporation parameter)
XY WU
• ,
yyy ]r wind-stress
parameters

2
3
4
5
6

Statistics
Mean day-of-month
of observations
Hour statistic
Mean longitude of
observations
Mean latitude of
observations
Number of
observations
Mean
Standard
deviation
0/6 sextile
(minimum)
1/6 sextile (est.
m — Is)
2/6 sextile
3/6 sextile
(median)
4/6 sextile
5/6 sextile (est.
m + Is)
6/6 sextile
(maximum)

I UA T sensible-heat-transport
J VA j parameters
K
latent-heat-transport
I VQ J parameters
* The "observed" variables (wind is actually recorded as magnitude
and direction; specific humidity is derived) are included in the untrimmed summaries. All 19 variables are included in the trimmed
summaries. The 14 statistics were computed for each variable, with
the first and fifth sextiles available as robust estimates of 1 standard
deviation about the mean.
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FIG. 3. Annual global marine reports after duplicate elimination
(solid). Input data sets (Table 2) shown for comparison are the Atlas
File (dotted, through 1969) continued by the 70s Decade (dotted, 197079), and the HSST (dashed, through 1961).

FIG. 4. Global percentages of possible (sea and coastal) yearmonth-2° boxes per year, containing at least the number of observations
of sea-surface temperature indicated by numerals along the right side
of the figure (solid curves). The dashed curve is the area-weighted
equivalent using boxes containing at least one observation.

a decadal scale (see Fig. 5). Early decades (1860-69; 187079) are dominated by ship routes between Europe and Southeast
Asia. Later changes in ship routes and coverage are evident as
a result of historical events such as the opening of the Suez
(1869) and Panama (1914) canals, the transformation from sail
to steam (approximately 1900), whaling or expeditionary voyages near Antarctica (1930-39), and traffic from New Zealand
to Antarctic IGY (1957-58) stations. Some caution should be
exercised when interpreting these maps because of the possibilities of data omission and mislocation of reports in time or
space (see section 4).

changes in the relationships between the two variables that have
occurred during 1870-1969. Most such changes are unrecorded
in the data sets from which COADS has been derived. Surviving
ships' logbooks and other original records (see Fig. 1 and
section 5) might offer some missing documentation or clues
about methodological changes, but extraction and digitization
of such information was not within the scope of the COADS
project. These inhomogeneities are compounded by variations
in data density (Figs. 3-5) and by the errors that may occur at
every stage of observation, recording, digitization, and processing.
Many inconsistencies and errors were corrected or removed
in initial COADS processing, and over 3 million suspect elements (within reports) were eliminated from the trimmed
monthly summaries. In addition, flags, indicators, centroids of
observational location, and robust statistics are used in COADS
to signal or alleviate some of the problems. However, users of
marine data should be aware that the resulting data are still far
from perfect. Discussion of a few known problems follows:

4. Data problems

Instrumentation, observational and coding methods, key entry
instructions, and ship construction all have undergone major
changes during the 126 years of the current COADS record.
For example, Wright (1986) presented plots of air-temperature
anomalies and sea-surface-temperature anomalies showing
TABLE

11

4. Millions of marine reports per period from different data sources, after duplicate elimination.*

Total
Data Source
1854-1969
1970-79
1854-1979
Global Telecommunication System (GTS)
9.95
8.55
1.40
(1966-79)
61.92
10.13
51.78
Non-GTS
0.32
0.32
Buoys (1972-79)
National Oceanographic Data Center
1.65
1.33
0.32
(surface data; 1900-77)
International Maritime Meteorological
22.72
9.33
13.39
(IMM) Exchange (1961-79)
20.35
0.15
20.20
Other foreign acquisitions (1854-1979)
8.41
8.41
Other US punched (1926-64)
Historical Sea Surface Temperature
8.42
8.42
(HSST) Data Project (1861-1960)
71.87
18.68
53.19
Total
* Rounded to the nearest 0.01 million, with some miscellaneous data (0.03 million) omitted; therefore totals do not always add up. Dates in
parentheses indicate the primary period of record for each data source. See Appendix C of Woodruff (1986) for details.
—

—

—
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FIG. 5. Decadal totals of sea-surface temperature observations (70°N-78°S; 68°W-68°W). The partial decade 1 8 5 4 - 5 9 (not shown) has patterns
similar to 1860-69. The three indicated dot sizes show at least 10, 100, or 400 observations in a 2° box per decade (i.e., respective averages
over 120 months of 0.08, 0.83, or 3.33 observations per month).
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a. Sea-surface temperature
Sea-surface temperatures measured in the engine-cooling-water
intake have been shown in earlier work, summarized by Ramage (1984), to be higher by roughly 0.5°C than those measured by bucket. Unfortunately, in the recorded data an indicator
for the measurement method used is rather unreliable or nonexistent until recent years (Barnett, 1984; Release 7), and in
any case the biases may differ significantly depending on variations in bucket and intake construction and use (e.g., Jones
et al., 1986).
b. Wind
Up through World War II (and later for some data sets), the
"old" Beaufort scale (WMO, 1974) was used to assign to each
estimated wind a value in meters per second. Clearly the mixture of speeds, measured first by sailing-ship performance,
second by sea state, and later directly, cannot but yield inhomogeneous data (Ramage, 1982, 1987). A further inhomogeneity
arises from the use of different compass codes, which in
COADS have been converted to a value in whole degrees (as
shown in Supplement F).
c. Daytime-nighttime observations
Ramage (1984) discusses different biases associated with daytime versus nighttime observations. Instead of summarizing
separate statistics for day or night, as has been done using
the UK Marine Data Bank (Folland et al., 1984), the trimmed
statistics include the fraction of observations in daylight, to
permit some adjustments.
d. Ship time and place
Estimates are as high as 6 percent-8 percent for the number
of real-time ship reports (real-time data make up 46 percent of
the 1970-79 output) mislocated geographically, or in date or
time, owing to errors during data transmission or processing.
Release 1 estimates of spatial mislocation (1 percent), based
on comparisons between the number of reports inside or outside
boxes over land areas, used partially pre-edited, real-time and
logbook data. Indicators generated in earlier NCDC processing
of some 1970-79 data were retained, showing which reports
deviated from geographic or temporal tracks. But track checks
were impractical in many cases because of inadequate ship
identification.
e. Ship identification
Before the introduction of radio call signs as a means of unique
ship identification, various national codes were in use to identify ships. Documentation of their meaning has frequently been
For additional background on problems in COADS or its constituent data sets see Supplement I, Supplement K, Jenne (1986), and
Lander and Morrissey (1987). Although a general discussion of difficulties in the use of marine data is beyond the scope of this paper,
it should be noted that much work remains to be done to explore the
limitations of the digital record in order to assess the feasibility of
corrections for inhomogeneities. For some general discussions, see Roll
(1965), Ramage (1984, 1987), Barnett (1984), Mobley and Preisendorfer (1985), Wright (1986), and Woodruff (1986).
11
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obscured or lost. Likewise in telecommunicated data, generic
call signs (e.g., SHIP, BUOY) are common. To provide minimal identification, considerable effort was devoted to making
readily available an existing indicator for the type of observing
vessel and to deriving such an indicator where none was available (see Supplement I). Unfortunately, these efforts often
failed or their results were suspect. For instance, starting around
1970 many ocean-station vessels are not clearly identified.
/. Code changes
Modifications to international ship-weather-reporting codes
were not necessarily followed promptly by observers although
conversion procedures usually assumed they were. Examples
are the change to estimating cloudiness by oktas instead of
tenths in 1949 (Wright, 1986), and changes to wave and swell
fields in 1963 and 1968 (Release 7).
For studies that seek to detect climate changes, some of these
problems can be overcome by recourse to the individual reports.
For limited regions and times containing adequate coverage it
becomes feasible to discriminate between bucket and intake
temperatures, night and day observations, etc., and to calibrate
changes in the ocean climate record using land stations with
reliable long records (Jones et al., 1986). Some such studies
together with the processing of new data to update COADS are
discussed in section 5.
5. Status and future work

Users of COADS number about 50 institutions, including over
15 in foreign countries such as Australia, Canada, Germany,
India, Japan, Mexico, the Peoples' Republic of China, Spain,
and the United Kingdom. COADS is used to meet routine
marine data requests at NCDC, including work for the US
Navy, by the NOAA Climate Analysis Center in a marine
climatology for 1950-79 (Reynolds and Roberts, 1987), and
by the Canadian Climate Centre. COADS products (primarily
sea-surface temperature and wind-stress data) have been especially important for work done in the Tropical Ocean Global
Atmosphere (TOGA) Programme. NCDC and NCAR have had
some users requesting individual marine reports, but the most
commonly requested products have been group files of 2°
monthly summaries (product 18 in the Appendix). See Woodruff et al. (1986) for some additional details on distribution of
data requested from NCAR.
Participants in a COADS workshop held 22-24 January 1986
in Boulder, Colorado, discussed related scientific work, technical processing details, and future updates and modifications
to COADS (Woodruff, 1986). Workshop papers contributed
include reports from its scientific and technical working groups
(Ramage, 1986; Jenne, 1986). The workshop called for regular
(approximately five-year) updates to COADS (Diaz, 1986).
Release 2 of COADS (planned for early 1988) will provide
basic observations and trimmed 2° monthly summaries (specifically products 1, 2, 10, 15, 18, and 19 in the Appendix)
for 1980-86 (Woodruff and Lubker, 1986). Later updates to
1854-1979 await major international data exchanges and digitization of logbook data, especially from the data-sparse years
spanning both world wars (see Fig. 3). For 1913-19, NCDC
has found undigitized United States logbook forms containing
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TABLE 5. COADS products currently available from NCAR or NCDC. Product numbers correspond to Release 1 (gaps in numbering refer
to earlier versions of available products that are no longer supported). Type of product is indicated by R (individual marine reports), M (2° yearmonth summaries), D (2° decade-month summaries), or—(other). The number of tapes is based on a tape density of 6250 characters/inch.
Footnotes to commonly selected products give some additional details (minor products may later be reviewed for retention).

Distribution
Number of
tapes
source
Type
Product
48
NCAR
R
1. Long Marine Reports (LMR)*
1
NCAR
2. Inventories (INV)
1
NCAR
6. Decadal Summary Untrimmed Limits (DSUL)
2
NCAR
8. Trimming Performance (TRP)
2
D
NCAR
9. Decadal Summaries Trimmed (DST)
18
R
NCAR
10. Compressed Marine Reports (CMR)**
2
D
NCAR
12. Decadal Summaries Untrimmed (DSU)
9
M
NCAR
13. Monthly Summaries Untrimmed Timesort (MSU.T)
9
M
NCAR
14. Monthly Summaries Untrimmed Boxsort (MSU.B)
18
M
NCAR
15. Monthly Summaries Trimmed Timesort (MST.T)
17
M
NCAR
16. Monthly Summaries Trimmed Boxsort (MST.B)
4
M
NCAR
17. Monthly Summary Untrimmed Groups (MSUG)
10
M
NCAR
18. Monthly Summary Trimmed Groups (MSTG)t
115
R
NCDC
19. NCDC Result (TD-1129)t
* The complete observational record stored in a variable-length format. Sort is by 10° box, year, month, 1° box, day, hour, and deck. Duplicate
reports have either been eliminated or flagged. Coverage: 1800-1969 (56 "suspect" reports in 1800-1852 are included), 1970-79 separately;
landlocked reports are flagged. Volume: 39.5 Gbit (10 bits).
** A selection of 28 frequently used elements. Individual ship number or call sign is omitted, as are wave and swell fields, etc. Variables
outside trimming limits were flagged. Sort is by 10° box, month, 2° box, year, day, hour, longitude, latitude. Coverage: 1854-1969; 1970-79
separately; landlocked reports are flagged. Volume: 13.7 Gbit.
t Five trimmed groups, each containing four variables, with eight statistics included for each variable. Sort is by year, month, 2° box. Coverage:
1854-1979; landlocked data are deleted. Volume: 1.72 Gbit per group (4.5 million year-month-2° boxes). Two tapes per group file (thus 4
untrimmed and 10 trimmed tapes total).
$ The full observational record (except for some near-duplicate reports) in an ASCII-character TD-1129 format. Sort is by Marsden Square
(MSQ), year, month, 1° MSQ, day, hour, deck (or for 1970-79: MSQ, 1° MSQ, year, month, day, hour, deck). Coverage: 1800-1969; 197079 separately; landlocked reports are flagged. Volume: 84.6 Gbit.
—
—
—

9

about 4.5 million merchant-ship reports; for 1937-48, more
United States forms with some 4.7 million merchant-ship reports
and 8.6 million "other-ship" reports have been located.
Scientific work using COADS is addressing its errors and
biases together with their probable causes, alternative ways of
combining and grouping the data for investigation of secular
climate change, the relative quality of observations made from
ocean-station vessels and merchant ships, the consistency of
pressure and wind observations, and analysis strategies taking
into account the imperfection of the ocean weather data. The
development of a method for deducing mean monthly com12

In addition to the world war years, other periods within 18541979, or even earlier, could be supplemented by digitization of logbook
data. Except for a small amount of Navy data in the 1920s, virtually
all United States logbook data prior to World War II are undigitized.
In addition, about 10 million undigitized European reports have been
identified (Jenne, 1982). Because of the expense of digitizing logbook
data (NCDC estimates that a good data entry operator can key 1 2001 400 modern reports per day), international cooperation has been
obtained. Under the United States-India Monsoon Bilateral, India has
obtained a copy of the 355 volumes of the "Maury Collection"on 88
rolls of microfilm, containing about 1 million ship reports for 17961861 (ref. documentation included on the microfilm rolls). Viola (1984)
refers to some of these or other logbooks from 1842-87 that resided
at the United States National Archives, which "filled over 500 thick
volumes (of which over 300 are extant and available to Archives researchers)." Other logbooks predating the COADS period, such as
from the fleet of the English East India Company (approximately 15991834) and which "contain a wealth of information about the wind and
weather" (Smith, 1925), have not yet been extensively utilized for
climate research (Ingram et al., 1981).
12

ponents for pseudowind stress from ship observations in the
tropical (30°N-30°S) belt deserves special mention (Sadler et
al., 1986). Full accounts of these and other studies, described
by extended abstracts in the workshop report (Woodruff, 1986),
will appear soon in the open literature and add substantially to
the expanding discussion of the oceans' role in climate variability.

Appendix.

Available products

Release 1 offers 14 data products (Table 5), thirteen available
from NCAR, and one (in character format) available from
NCDC. NCDC is planning also to distribute selected monthly
summary and decadal summary products. For additional information on data products and the processing involved in their
creation, see Release 1 or Jenne and Woodruff (1986). Fortran77 software available on magnetic tape from NCAR that may
assist users in reading packed binary-data products is described
in Release 1 and Woodruff et al. (1986).
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announcements (continued from page 1229)

P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO 80307. CLASS requests should be
submitted by 1 March 1988 to Vin Lally, Manager, Global
Atmospheric Measurements Program, at the same address.
Inquiries and proposals for use of the CHILL radar system
should be directed to John Vogel, ISWS, 2204 Griffith Drive,
Champaign, IL 61820, telephone (217) 333-4261.

Hawaii, 1958-1986/' "Global Surface Air Temperature Variations, 1851-1984," "Transient Tracers in the Oceans (TTO)
Hydrographic Data and Carbon Dioxide Systems with Revised
Carbon Chemistry Data," "Annual and Seasonal Global Temperature Anomalies in the Troposphere and Low Stratosphere,
1958-Summer 1986," Global Paleoclimatic Data for 6000 yr
B.P.," "Climatic Data for Selected U.S. and Canadian Stations,
1941-1980," "United States Historical Climatology Network
(HCN) Serial Temperature and Precipitation Data," and "The
IEA/ORAU Long-Term Global Energy-C0 Model: Personal
Computer Version A84PC."
The booklet, "Publications and Other Documents," which
includes data-base contributors and a brief description of
package contents is also available. For additional information
or a complete list of available packages, contact the Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, P.O. Box X, Oak Ridge, TN 37831, telephone (615)
574-0390, FTS 624-0390, or telex 8105721076 USDOE OKRE.
2

Field Observing Facility Announcement

The Advisory Panel for the Field Observing Facility (FOF) of
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) will
meet in Boulder, Colorado in April 1988 to consider requests
for field observing support. FOF operated one combined Sband (10 cm) and X-band (3 cm) multiparameter and two Cband (5.5 cm) Doppler radars, and 60 Portable Automated
Mesonet (PAM) stations with associated field-base stations.
The multiparameter radar availability is subject to adequate
funding being provided in FY 1989. The Global Atmospheric
Measurements Program (GAMP) operated nine Cross-chain
LORAN Atmospheric Sounding Systems (CLASS), available
for community use. The Advisory Panel will also consider
requests for use of the S-band (10 cm) CHILL radar operated
by the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS).
Requests for use of facilities from 1 October 1988 through
1 April 1989 should be submitted now. Scientists requesting
NCAR field-observing support within the context of National
Science Foundation (NSF) grants should include those requirements in their NSF proposals.
In order to be considered by the panel at the April meeting,
radar and PAM requests should be submitted by 1 March 1988
and addressed to Manager, Field Observing Facility, NCAR,

GEOSAT Data Available from NODC

Significant wave heights of the global ocean and other ocean
data derived from altimetry measurements taken by the US
Navy Geodetic Satellite (GEOSAT) are now available from
the USA National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC). The
NODC has been designated as the archival and dissemination
facility for Geophysical Data Records from the GEOSAT Exact
Repeat Mission. During the GEOSAT Exact Repeat Mission,
which began on 8 November 1986, GEOSAT is collecting data
along an orbital path with a 17-day repeat cycle. GEOSAT
Sensor Data Records are converted to Geophysical Data Records (GDR) by a group within the National Ocean Survey
(NOS) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. This group transmits the GEOSAT GDRs to the NODC
on 9-track, 6250 bit per inch magnetic tapes. Each tape
contains 34 days of GEOSAT data or two 17-day repeat cycles.
To receive a copy of the GEOSAT Data Order Form or
further information about the availability of GEOSAT GDRs,
contact the National Oceanographic Data Center, User Services Branch, NOAA/NESDIS/E/OC21, Washington, DC
20235, telephone (202) 673-5549, FTS 673-5549, or telemail
NODC.WDCA.
Graduate Assistantships in Meteorology at
Florida State University

Research and teaching assistantships are available for graduate
students seeking M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in meteorology at
the Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida. The
faculty is engaged in research that covers a broad spectrum of
meteorological interests, including tropical meteorology, remote sensing, climatology, fluid dynamics, mesoscale systems, boundary-layer processes, synoptic and coastal
meteorology, air-sea interactions, severe storms, and cloud
dynamics. Qualified applicants should have, or be nearing
completion of, degrees in meteorology, mathematics, physics,
announcements (continued on page 1253)
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